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1. Introduction 

Pollard (1982) obtalned suffic1ent condl tions for the central l1mit 

theorem for emplrlcal processes on Vapnlk-Cervonenkls classes of functlons 

whlch was completely characterlzed by Alexander (1987). Our maln goal ln 

thls paper ls to extend Alexander' s resul t to the case of non-Gausslan 

stable llml t. 

Let (S,~) be a measurable space and let P be a probablllty measure on 
N •..N� Nit. Let {X: n e IN} be the sequence of coordlnate functions ln (S ,:1' ,P ); 

n 

so, they are lndependent and ldentlcally dlstrlbuted random varlables wlth 

law P. By {e :n e IN} we wlll always represent a Rademacher sequence, 1.e., a 
n 

sequence of lndependent and ldentically dlstrlbuted random varlables such 

1that P{e =+1} = P{e =-1} = -2 . 
n n 

From now on, we wlll use the sample space (Q,A,Pr) = 

(SNX [O, 1] , ~x13 ] , pNxi\.) , where 13 1s the Borel ~-algebra for the usual
10,1 [0,1] 

topology ln [0,1] and i\. ls the Lebesgue measure. Thls space ls rlch enough 

to support the sequence {X: n e IN} and a Rademacher sequence {e: n e IN}
n n 

lndependent from each other. 

~ (S,~,P) (or slmply ~ ), OSp<oo, wlll be the class of real measurable 
P P 

functlons f on S such that S IflPdP < oo. On ~ (S,~,P) we wlll deflne the 
s P 

pseudometrlc 

p (f,g) = pP(f,g) = ( S If-gl P dP)1/p
, f,g e ~ (S,~,P).

P P s P 

If f e ~1 (S,~, P). we wlll write Pf lnstead of J f dP. For O < p < , A = 00 s P 
A (S,~, P) wlll denote the space of real measurable functions f on S such 

P 
that� sup t P P {Ifl>t}<oo and we wl1l conslder on lt the functlon 

t>o 

A (f,g)=AP (f,g)= (sup t Pp{lf-gl>t})1/P, f,ge A (S,~,P). 
P,OO P,OO t>o� P 

A (f,O) ls equlvalent to a norm for p>l.P,OO 
We wlll denote by g a class of real measurable functlons on S and we wlll 

assume that the envelope of g, F(s)= sup I[(s) 1, ls finite for all seS. 
feg 

Although F ls not necessarlly measurable, there always exlsts a measurable. -� .
F : ~ IR (see Dudley (1984), Theorem 3.1.1) such that FsF and for all 

•measurable functlons h such that F ~ h, we have that F sh almost surely wlth 

respect to P. We wlll always assume that (S,~,P) ls complete and that ~ ls 
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countably generated (i.e., there exists {B :ne~}c~ such that ~~{B :ne ~}). 
n. n 

lf (X, g,ll) is a probabill ty space, Il will be the outer probabllity 

measure for Il, i.e., 

Il• (A) = inf {1l(B): B e g, A e B} , A e X. 

From Proposition 2.2 in Andersen (1985) it follows that 

P {F > t} = P{F > t} , fo all teR. 

Since the coordinate functions X : S N---+ S are perfect random variables wi th 
n 

respect to Pr(see Andersen (1985), Chapter 11, section 11.2 and 11.3 for the 

definition and a detailed study of this property) it also holds that 

Pr {F(X ) > t} =P{F > t} , for all teR. 
n 

Let {P: n e ~} be the sequence of empirical probabllity measures 
n 

n 

constructed from {X : n e ~}, i.e.,P = n 
-1 E 0x .For 1~p~2, we will write 

n n 
1=1 1 

v(p) = n1- 1/ p (p -P) , n e ~. 
n n 

Since F is finite for all s e S, we will have that for all n e ~ and for all 

p e [1,2), 
n 

{v(p)(f): f E ~f} = {n-1/p E (f(X ) - Pf): f e ~n 
1=1 

is a stochastic process with sample paths in the space t ~ 
(~) of real bounded 

functions defined on ~. We will endow t~(~) with the sup norm, 

IIHII~ = sup IH(f) 1, H e t~(~) 
fE~ 

(sometimes, with some notational abuse, we wlll write IIH(f) II~). 

lf p is a pseudometric on ~,C (~,p) will be the space of uniformly 
u 

p-continuous bounded real functions. 

Some of the calculations that will be carried out need certain 

measurability conditions on the class of functions ~. The following 

definition comes from Alexander (1987). We say that ~ is supremum measurable 

(for P) 1f sup IQ{f(X ):ne ~})I is Pr-completion measurable for each 
fE~ n 

function Q which is a linear or quadratic function of finitely many of the 

f(X ). 
n 

Recall that U = {U(f):f E ~} is a p-stable stochastlc process, 1~p~2, 

if for a11 k E N and for a11 {fl' ... ,f
k 

} e ~, (U(f
1 
), ... ,U(f

k 
») has a 
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p-stable distribution in Rk .Also, {Z(f): fE'} is a subgaussian process (or 

a process with subgaussian increments) if there exists T>O such that for all 

f,g E , and for all ~ E R, 

Eexp {~(Z(f)-Z{g»} s exp {~2TE(Z{f)-Z(g»2/2} 
n 

(see Jain and Marcus (1978) and Kahane (1968». If Z(n = E E h (n and 
1=1 1 1 

Lh~(f) < 00 for all fE' then Z is subgaussian with T = 1. In particular, 
1=1 n 

Nfor fixed WES, the process { r E (. )f(X (W»:fE'} is subgaussian with T=l.L 1 11=1 
OO

Since (t (,), ""11,) is a nonseparable (except for fini te ') Banach 

space and since v(p): O ~ t OO
(,) is not necessarily measurable with respect 

n 

to s4 and the Borel cr-algebra corresponding to the topology induced by 11. 11" 

we need to consider a convenient defini tion of weak convergence. We wi 11 

follow here Hoffmann-J0rgensen's (1984) approach which we present next for 
oofunctions taking values in (t (,),,, 011,). The fo11owing definitions can be 

seen in Andersen, Giné and Zinn (1988). For the probability space (O,s4,Pr), 
00 00

we say ~:~ (') is a random element in t (') if 11m Pr q~II,>M} = O. If 
K~ _ 

~ is a random element in t00 ('), we define the set function f (~) by 
00 00

f -(~) (A) = Pr-{~ E A}, A e t (') and, for any B e t ('), we write 

f - (~) Is{A) = Pr- {~ E ArIB} , A e t 00 (,). 

Let {~ : nEIN} be a sequence of random elements in t00 ('). Let ~>O" We say
n 

that the sequence of set functions ttf-(~I)lqx",>~}:nEIN} is eventually 

tight if 
n _ 

sup LPr q~lll, >~} < 00 

nEN 1=1 
ooand for every E>O there exists a compact set K e t (,) such that 

n _ 

C
li~~sup L Pr {~l E G , 11~111,>~ } < E, 

1=1 

for any open set G ~ K. 

To establish the concept of weak convergence (or convergence in law) we 

reca11 the defini tions of upper integral and Radon measure in tOO ('). If 

(X,8,1l) is a probability space and f:X~ is a function then the upper 

integral of f with respect to Il is E-f = J- fdll = inf {Jhdll: fsh, h:X~ 
measurable} (with inf ~ = +00). We say that a Borel finite measure 7 on t00 (') 
is a Radon measure if for any Borel set B in t00 (') we have that 
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7(B) = sup {7(K): K e B, K compact}. 

For a sequence {~: n e IN} of random elements in t00 
(g) we say that i t 

n 

converges in la1+' to a Radon l1mit lf there exists a probabill ty Radon 
00 00measure 7 in t (~) such that for al! bounded and 1I.lI -continuous H: t (~)---7lRg

we have 

lim E·H(~n)= J Hd7. 
n-+OO . 

{~ :nelN} is eventually tight if for any e > O there exists a compact Kct 00 (g) 
n 

such that 
•11m sup Pr 

for any open set G ~ K. 

Andersen, Giné and 2ioo (1988) present sufflcient condi tions for eventual 

tightness of the sequence of partial sums {r ~1:n e IN}: it is enough to 
1=1 

have eventual tightness of the sequence of law sums outside neighborhoods of 

zero and convergence in probablli ty to zero of the sums of truncated 

variables, unlformly in n, as the truncation levels tend to zero. These 

hypotheses are based on the characterization of relative compactness for 

sums of triangular arrays of symmetric random variables wi th inflni tely 

divisible non-Gaussian 11mit points given by Mandrekar and 2inn (1980), 

Theorem 2.10. 

In our study of empirical processes associated to the sequence {X : nelN} , 
n 

00 t: =n-l/p~ i 1the random elements ~ :~ (g) are of the forro ""ni u x ' =, ... ,n,
ni 

1 

and we are interested in the convergence in law of either centered sequences 
n

(p) -1/p0.1) {v (O: f e g} = {n L(~X -P) (O: f e g} =� 
n 1=1 1� 

n 

= {n-1/ P L (f(X )-Pf): f e g}, 1:Sp:S211=1 
or symmetrized sums as 

(1.2) {n-1 t' 
n 

e f(X ):f e g}.L 1 11=1 
The following proposition particularizes Corollary 2.3 in Andersen, Giné and 

2ioo (1988) to the case of random elements in (1.1) with 1<p<2. 

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let g be a class of functions in ~1(S,~.P) with envelope F 

finite everywere. Let 1<p<2. Assume 

(i) the sequence of set functions 
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• -l/p{n ~ ({n f(X1 ):f e '})I{~x~,>~}:ne ~) 

is eventually tight for all ~ > O, 

(ii) the finite-dimensional distributions of the sequence 
n 

-l/p \ ){ L (f(X ~){n -Pf>:f e '}:n e 
1 

1=1 

converge in law to p-stable probability measures, and 

(iii) for all ~ > O, 
n 

11m 11m sup Pr• {//n-
1

/
P LElfI{F·~~nl/P} (Xl) 11, > ~ } = O. 

~~ n~ 1=1 

Then (1.1) converges in law to a p-stable Radon probability measure 

determined by (ii). 

The proof can be seen in Andersen, Giné and Zinn (1988).The same proof 

allows for sufficient conditions for convergence of the sequence (1.2). 

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let , be a class of functions in ~o(S,~,P) with envelope F 

finite everywhere. Assume 

(i) the sequence of set functions 

is eventually tight for all ~>O, 

(ii) the finite-dimensional distributions of the sequence 

{{n-1 L 
n 

Ef(X ):f e'}: n e~} 
1 1 

1=1 

converge in law to l-stable probability measures, and 

(iii) for all ~ > O, 

•11m 11m sup Pr 
~70 n~ 

Then (1. 2) converges in law to a l-stable Radon probabili ty measure 

in t~(,) determined by (ii). 

Next, we state Ottaviani's inequality for random elements in a convenient 

way to use it below. We say that {E: n e ~} is a sequence of independent
n 

random elements if they can be written as functions of the coordinates X : 
n 
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5N~ 5. 1. e.. 1. e. ~ = h(X ) for some functlon h. Let 5 = r ~l' 5ince 
n n� n L 

1=1 

max II~kll~ :s 2 max 115kll~ • we have the following propositlon (see Lemma 2.7 
1;Sk:Sn 1:Sk:Sn 

in Dudley and Philipp (1983». 

PROP05ITION 1.3. Let {~: n E IN} be a sequence of independent random 
n 

elements. If 
• max Pr {II 5 -5 11 ~ > ex } = c < 1 

1 :Sk:Sn n k 

then 

',le introduce now the concept of metric entropy. Let (~.p) be a 

pseudometric space and let c>O. The covering number of ~ using balls of 

p-radius c is 

N(c.p.~)=min {nEIN:there exist f •...• f E~ such that sup min p(f.f ):sc}. 
1 n fE~ l;Sn 1 

The function H(c.p.~)=log N(c.p.~) is called metrlc entropy.We will use a 

form of entropy introduced by Pollard (1982). For any finite set T e 5. let 

L(f-g)2(X)� 1/2 

d (~) (f •g) =� [ :i: F2 (x) ] • f. g E :J. 

and for c>O. let 

N(2) (~. GI:) =� sup N( d(2) GI:)
~ 07' C. T'o7'. 

Tes 
T flnlte 

n 

P=n-1r oIf 1 :s p < 2. for any finlte set T = {x.x •...• x}
1 2 n 

e 5. let 
T L x 

1=1 1 

and define 

d(P)(f g) 
T • 

= 
A 
PT (f-g) 
P. CD 

P 
A T (F)

P. CD 

• f.g E ~. 

For c>O. let 

N(P)(C.~) =� sup N(c.d(~).~). 
Tes 

T f lnlte 

Let Z = {Z(f): f E ~} be a subgaussian process wlth 't=1. Consider 
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O"(f,g) = E«Z(f)_Z(g»2)112, f,g E , and let 1"0" z:: SUp O"(f,g). Marcus and 
f,gE' 

Pisier (1978) proved that if 

112ti.,.� (log N(e,O",'» de < ~ 

~ o 
then Z has a version Z with O"-uniformly continuous sample paths and, for 

f o E " 

(1. 3) E ~~~ IZ(O I • EIZ(f ) I + e [ J~'I.,. (Jog N(e,.,.,,)l/2+f>( 1'1.,.) ]o
n 

-1 112 t'where fP(a) = 4a(log log 4 , O" a) ,o<asl'IO"· If Z(f) = L e1h1(f)I I 
1=1 

with h continuous in (',0") then Z = Z in (1.3).
1 

Next, we present the property introduced by Vapnik and Cervonenki s 

(1971) in their study of Gl1venko-Cantel!i' s theorem for classes of sets 

more general that semiintervals in R. Let S be a non-empty set and let A e 

S. If ~ is a class of subsets of S, we will write 

A~(A) = # {CnA: C E ~} 
and 

m~(n) = max {A~(A): A e S, #A = n} ,nE~. 
We define the (Vapnik-Cervonenkis) index of ~ as V(~) = min {n E ~: m~(n) < 
n ~) n2}, or V(~) = +~ 1f m (n = 2 for al! n E ~. Say that ~ is a 

Vapnik-Cervonenkis class of sets 1f V(~) < ~, 1. e., 1f there exists an 

integer n such that for every set A e S with n elements, {C n A:C E ~} does 

not contain all the subsets of A. If f is a real function on S, its graph is 

G(f)={ (s, t)E SxR: Ostsf(s) or f(s)stsO}. Say that the class , E RS is a 

Vapnik-Cervonenkis class of functions if {G(f): fE'} is a 

Vapnik-Cervonenkis class of sets in SxR. The following lemma expresses the 

basic property of the entropy (wi th respect to pp) of Vapnik-Cervonenkis 

classes of functions. The original result for the bound presented here goes 

back to Lemma 7.13 in Dudley (1978) (for classes of sets). The same proof of 

Lemma 11.36 of Pollard (1984) allows to extend his result to the case where 

1<p<2. 

LEMMA 1. 4. Let , be a class of measurable real functions defined on the 

measurable space (S,~) with envelope F and let P be a probability measure on 

(S,~) such that PFP < ~, for 1s ps2. If' is a Vapnik-Cervonenkis class then 
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there exlst constants B and w, lndependent of F and P, such that 
P 

N(cIIFII ,p ,') :s B c-w , for O<c<1. 
P p P 

PROOF. Wlthout loss of generallty, we can assume that , ls strlctly 

f P( ·FP )posltlve. Let ~ = { F: fe'} and Q(.) = . 

f 
PFP 

f 
For each palr f1,f~ e " slnce IF

1
1 s 1 and IF~I s 1, we have 

and, so 

0.4) 

The polnt (s,t) belongs to the graph of f 1f, and only 1f, the polnt 
t f

(s'FTS) ls ln the graph of it fol1ows that ~ ls also aF 
Vapnlk-Cervonenkls class. Applylng Lemma 11.36 ln Pollard (1984) to ~, whose 

envelope ls 1, and uslng (1.4) we obtaln 

P 1-p P -v -w
N(c 1I F 11 ,p ,') s A(2 c) = B c ,

P P P 

where B = A2v (p-1l and w=vp. Thls proves the lernma. 
p 

Vapnlk and Cervonenkls (1981) characterlzed, under certaln 

measurablllty condltlons, the unlformly bounded classes of functlons , 

ver1fylng the strong law of large numbers un1formly on ,: IIpn-PII,~O almost 

surely lf, and only lf, 
P 

EH(c,p n,') ___oo__ ~O 

n 
p 

as n~ for al1 c>O, where poon(f,g) = max If(X ) - g(X ) 1, f,g e ,. With 
I I 

ISn 

respect to the central llmlt theorem, Glné and Zlnn (1984) obtalned 

condltlons (also random) whlch are sufflclent for bounded classes of 

functlons and that become necessary and sufflclent for classes of sets. We 

say that , e f (5,1,P) ls P-pregausslan lf the Gausslan process {G (f): f e 
~ P 

'} with EG (f) = O and EG (f )G (f) =P(f f )-(Pf ) (Pf) admits a verslon 
P P 1 P ~ 1~ 1 ~ 

wlth almost all lts sample paths bounded and p~-unlformly co~;;nuous. We say 

that , ls a P-Donsker class lf lt ls P-pregausslan and {{v (f): fe' }:
n 

n e IN} converges ln law to G. Glné and Zlnn 0984, 1986) showed, under 
P 

certaln measurabllity condl tlons, that 1f , ls unlformly bounded, 
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P-pregaussian and for all c>O and for all ~>O we have that 

11m Pr- } O{ _lO_g_N_(:_n~~~/=2_,_p_:_n_,'_l > ~ = 
112 

n~ n 

then , is a P-Donsker class. Finally, Talagrand (1987) and Ledoux and 

Talagrand (1988) have given necessary and sufficient conditions for , to be 
P Pn Pa P-Donsker class in terms of p ,p and p . 
2 2 1 

Al though the random condi tions elucidate the nature of the problem, 

from the point of view of applications in Statistics it seems interesting to 

get resul ts under hypotheses based only on P and not on the sample Joint 

distribution p N• 

With regard to the Vapnik-Cervonenkis property, its relevance for the 

central limit theorem follows from a result by Durst and Dudley (1981) which 

states that, under measurability conditions, a class of sets is P-Donsker 

for all probability measures P if, and only if, it is a Vapnik-Cervonenkis 

class. Pollard (1982) established that if , e ~ (S,~,P) is a 
2 2 

Vapnik-Cervonenkis class of functions wi th envelope F satisfying PF < 00 

then , is a P-Donsker class. The defini tive central 11mit theorem for 

Vapnik-Cervonenkis classes of functions has been obtained by Alexander 

(1987). In this paper we extend Alexander's theorem to the case of 

non-Gaussian stable limito This is done in the next section where we obtain 

necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence in law of {v(p): n e 
n 

oo
~} to a p-stable Radon law in t (,), l sp<2, for Vapnik-Cervonenkis classes 

of functions ,. The sufficient condi tions work also for classes , whose 

entropy is larger than the entropy of Vapnik-Cervonenkis classes of 

functions ,. 

2. Main results 

The necessary condi tions that we state now for non-Gaussian stable 

domains of attraction (eventual tightness of the sequence of law sums 

outside neighborhoods of zero and finite dimensional convergence) turn out 

to be sufficient for Vapnik-Cervonenkis classes of functions. 

THEDREM 2.1. Let , e ~ (s,~, P) be a class of functions with envelope F 
1 

finite everywhere and such that sup IPfl < oo. Let 1<p<2. If 
fe' 
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P(2.1) {v~P):n E IN} ={{n-1
/ r(f(Xl)-PrJ: f Eg} : nE IN } 

ls eventually tlght ln t (g) then 

(1) the sequence of set functlons 

• -1/p
{nf (n 6Xl)I{~x~,>6} n E IN} 

ls eventually tlght ln tm
(,) for all 6>0.� 

PROOF. To slmpl1fy the notation, we wl11 write v lnstead of v(P). 51nce� 
n� n 

{v: n E IN} ls eventually tight, by Example 7.28 ln Hoffmann-J0rgensen
n 

(1984), there exlsts a totally� bounded pseudometrlc P on , such that 

•(2.2) 11m 11m sup Pr {W (v ,T» ~} = O , for all ~>O 
p n 

T~O n~ 

(where W� (v ,T) = sup Iv (f)-v (g) 1) , and 
p n� n n 

P(f,q)<T 

•(2.3) 11m 11m sup Pr qvnll, > M} = O. 
"~ n~ 

Let us flrst show that 
1•(2.4) 11m 11m sup n� Pr {F(X ) > Mn / P } = o. 

1 
"~ n~ 

We have 
pnP/qf(X )-Pfll, > Mn1

/ }
1 

1+npr'qf(X )-Pfll, > Mn
1

/ 
p 

}
1 

•� l/pS 1-exp {-nPr qrex )-Pfll,} > Mn }
1 

•� •(slnce (� max IlreXk)-Pfll,) = max Ilf(Xk)-Pfll,) 
kSn kSn 

•� l/p(2.5)� S Pr {max Ilf(Xl )-Pfll, > Mn }� 
kSn� 

(slnce the condltlon ln Proposltlon 1.3 

holds for e =21 and n large enough by (2.3» 
n 

1 P 
s 2 p/ { 11 L(f(Xl )-prJ 11, > ~ n / } 

1=1 

• M= 2 Pr q vn 11, > 4' }. 

Recalllng that sup IPfl < m, (2.4) follows from (2.5) and (2.3). To obtaln 
fE' 

(1), we have to show that for any €>O there exlsts a compact set K e tm
(,) 

so that 
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(2.6) • e11m sup n Pr {~ntEG, ~~ntll>a}<e , for any open set G ::> K, 
n~ 

where t: = -t/PeS By convexlty of W (',T) and (2.2),--nt n X • P 
t 

• -t/p11m 11m sup n Pr {w (n (f(X )-Pf),T> ~} = O, 
T~ n~ p t 

for all ~>O. Slnce W (',T) 1s posltlvely 11near and sup IPfl < ~, we get 
p fE' 

• -1Ip11m 11m sup n Pr {w (n (f(X ),T> ~} = O, for all ~>O. 
T~ n~ p t 

Now, glven e>O, for each q E IN there ex1sts a sequence {T :j E IN}, T -1-0
qJ qJ 

as j~, and there exlsts T>O such that 

(2.7) 

and, by (2.3) , 

(2.8) 

m ~ 

~( -JLet K = n n {H E 1. ,):W (H,T )~ 2 , IIHII,:s T}. By Arzela-Asco11' S 
m p qJq=tJ=t 

theorem, each Km ls compact ln (l~('), 11' ,,~). The set K = n Km 1s also 
m=t 

compact and for any open set G ::> K there exlst m E IN such that G ::> K, by 
m 

the finl te 1ntersection property. Hence (2.7), (2,8) and (2.4) show that 

(2.6) hold, and the proof ls complete. 

The following suffic1ent condi tions are fulfilled by classes larger 

than the Vapnlk-Cervonenkls ones. 

THEOREM 2.2. Let , e 1. (S,~,P) be a supremum measurable class of functions 
t 

wlth envelope F flnlte everywhere. Let 1 < P < 2. Assume (1) 1n Theorem 2.1, 

(11) for each k E IN and each (f , ... ,f ) E , k 

t k 

n 

n-t/p L(f (X )-Pf , ... ,f (X )-Pf ): E IN}{ t 1 t k 1 k n 

l=t 

k converges ln law 1n R , and 

(111) 
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n� 

1 p�
Then {{n- / L (f(X )-Pfl: f E ~}: n E IN} converges ln law ln lCO(~) to the 

1� 

1=1� 

p-stable Radon measure determlned by (11). 

PROOF. By Proposltlon 1.1, lt ls enough to show that 

(2.9) 11m 11m sup Pr
c3~ n~ 

for any 1»0, 

Let ~ 
n,u 

~ = {fI{F-Sc3n1/ P }: f E ~} and F ,c3 = FI{F-sc3n1/ P }, For eachn
x , ..• , X fixed, conslder the subgausslan process {Z(f):fE ~ ~}=1 n n,un 

-1/p L{n € f (x ): f E ~n,c3 }, Its assoclated f -dlstance ls
1 1 2

1=1� 

n�L(f-g)2(x ) 

= [ 1=1 1 ]1/2cr(f,g) 
2/p

n 

The dlameter of ~ ~ for cr ls 
n,u 

= t:. ~(F), 
n,u 

Let T ={X"" ,X}, Slnce 
n 1 n 

cr(f, g) = t:. (F)d (2) (f g) 
n, c3 T ' 

n 

we get that 

d (2)
(2,10) N(€,cr'~n,c3) = N (t:.n~c3(F) T ' 

n 

Now, for any 1»0, 
n 

1 pPr- n- / L€ f(X) >
1 1 ~ }{ 

1=1 ~ n,c3n 

L€ f (x ) 

A!E 1=1~ Ex [1 
1 1

]1) € 1/pn!� ~ n,c3 

(uslng (l. 3)) 
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(by 2.10) 

By (111), the term between brackets ls flnlte; so, to obtaln (2.9) lt ls 

enough to show that 

11m 11m sup E>fn ~(F) = O. 
~~ n-+co ' 

From (1) we obtalned (2.4) and thls lmp11es 

(2. 11) sup tPPr• {F > t} = K < ~. 

Thus, 

(by (2. 11)) 

~2-p 

$ 2 J: Kt'""Pdt = 2K-2-p , 

(slnce 1~p<2). We get that 

11m 11m sup E>fn ~(F) =O 
~~ n-+co ' 

and the resu1t f0110ws. 

REMARKS. (a) The proof of Proposltlon 1.1 glves that the resu1t a1so h01ds 

lf we rep1ace the correspondlng sets ln condltlons (1) and (11) by the sets 

14 



{H(x) > eH and {H(~l) ~ eH for any funetion H(') ~ II'II:J' SO, the proof of 

the Theorem 2.2 shows that the same eoneluslon ls valld lf we substltute the 

hypotheses (1) and (111) by 

(1') the sequenee of set funetlons 

• -1/p{ni (n ~x1)I{H(x»~}:n e N} 

ls eventually tlght ln t00 (:J) for all ~>O, and 

(111' )� l (log N(2)(e,:J»1/2 de < 00J�O H 

where 

N(2 ) (e T)
H ' 

= sup 
Tes 

N(e d (2 ) :J) 
, H, T' 

T f lnlte 
w1th 

112 
d (2)(f g) =� )

H, T ' 

•for any funetlon H~F sueh that� sup t P P{H >t} < oo. 
t>O 

(b) Note that ln the proof of Theorem 2.2. we have only used that 

J
l P 

(log N(e,p n,:J ~»112 de < 00 
2 n,o

O 

for all n e N and all ~ > O. 

(e) If we replaee (1) by 

•sup t P P{F > t} < 00 , 

t>O 

the same proof glves stoehastle boundedness of the sequenee 
n 

1
/ P{lI n- L ({(Xl )-Pfll:J : n e N} . 

l=1 
(d) The teehnlque used ln the proof eannot be used to establlsh Alexander's 

central llmlt theorem. 

Comblnlng Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 we extend Alexander' s central 

llmlt theorem for emplrleal process on Vapnlk-Cervonenkls elasses of 

funetlons to the case wlth p-stable Radon llmlt, 1<p<2. 

15 



--------------

COROLLARY 2.3. Let , e 1 (5.1.P) be a supremum measurable Vapnik-Cervonenkis
1 

class of functions with envelope F finite everywhere. Assume sup IPfl < ~. 

fe' 
Let 1<p<2. Then (i) in Theorem 2.1 and (ii) in Theorem 2.2 hold if. and only 

if. 

lIP
{{ n- t(f(X1 )-Pfl: fe'}: n e IN} 

1 

converges in law in t 
~ 

(') to the p-stable Radon measure determined by (ii). 

PROOF. Necessity follows from Theorem 2.1. To prove sufficiency it is enough 

to check condition (Hl) in Theorem 2.2. Given T e 5 finite. say T = 

f F2 
(x) 

{Xl.··· .X }. let PT = n-
1 f ~X • and let II F II =[ 1=1 1]1/2 5ince 

n n.21=1 1 n 

d (2) (f ) f ll1:IIFII .g • .g e v 
n.2 T 

we have that� 

by Lemma 1.4.� 

Theorem 2.2 and the result follows.� 

The same proof leads to the result in the case p=l: 

THEOREM 2.4. (a) Let , e lo(5.1.P) be a class of functions with envelope F 

finite everywhere. If 

(2.12) {v(i): 
n 

n e IN} = {{n-1 r e f(X ): L 1 1
1=1 

fe'}: n e IN} 

is eventually tight in t~(,) then 

(i) the sequence of set functions 

n e IN}{nl
• 

(n
-1
~X~ Iqxll,>~}: 

~ is eventually tight in t (') for all ~>O. 

(b) Let , e 1 (5.1. P) be a supremum measurable class of functlons wi th o 
envelope F finite everywhere. Assume (i) in part (a). 

(ii) for each k e IN and each (f ••••• f ) E ,
k 

1 k 

16 



n 

{n-
1 L(c,f1(X,) ..... c,f (X,»: n E IN}

k 

'=1� 
converges in law in IR

k
• and� 
1� 

(11i) (log N(2)(c.,»1I2dC < CXl.�Jo 
n 

-1 CXlThen {{n \ C f (X ): fE'}: n E IN} converges in law in t (') to the 
~, , 

'=1 
l-stable Radon measure determined by (li). 

COROLLARY 2.5. Let , e fo(S.~.P) be a supremum measurable Vapnlk-Cervonenkis 

elass of funetions with envelope F finite everywhere. Then (1) and (11) 

in Theorem 2.4 hold lf. and only if. 

n 

{{n-1 \ C f(X):, fE'}: n E IN}
~, 

'=1CXl 
converges in law in t (') to the l-stable Radon measure determined by (li). 

REMARKS. (a) The eorresponding weak laws of large numbers also hold. In the 

set up of Theorem 2.1. if 
n 

•(2.13) in Pr as n~ 

• '=1 
then tPp{F > t} ~ O as t~. If , e f (S.~.P) is a supremum measurable 

• 1 
elass of funetlons with. tPp{F >t} ~ O as t~ and ¡1 (log N(2) (c.,»1/2dc <CXl 

o� 
then (2.13) holds .� 

.'"'� 
\ (b) The obvious modifieations give the weak laws of large numbers for� 

Vapnik-Cervonenkls elasses of funetions and the eorresponding resul ts for 

p=1. 

(e) The ldeas ln Kuelbs and Zinn (1979) and ln De Aeosta (1981) about the 

relatlonshlp between the strong and the weak laws of large numbers in Banaeh 

spaees give strong laws of large numbers 1f we substi tute weak moment 
•eondltions by the strong moments E FP<CXl. 1~p<2. 

(d) If 1<p<2. we wlll obtain stoehastle boundedness assuming only 

l p • 1 1
O (log N(P) (c.') )lI dc < CXl. - + - = 1.

J p p' 

lnstead of eondltion (111) in Theorem 2.2. Although this improvement is 

.'" 

" 
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irrelevant for Vapnik-Cervonenkis classes of functions, it is interesting 

for classes larger than Vapnik-Cervonenkis ones.The proof follows the same 

pattern as the one of Theorem 2.2 using now lemmas 3.1. and 3.2 and theorem 

3.3 in Marcus and Pisier (1984). A similar result also holds under 

integrability of log log N
(1) 

. 

(e) In Romo (1987) can be seen several applications of this results:namely, 

a weak law of large numbers for "random weighted empiricals" and arate of 

convergence for a result by Pollard (1981) on the approximation between the 

sample variation and the theoretical one in the k-means problem in 

clustering analysis. 
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